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Abstract
A satellite QKD model was developed and validated, that allows a user to determine the
optimum wavelength for use in a satellite-based QKD link considering the location of
ground sites, selected orbit and hardware performance. This thesis explains how the
model was developed, validated and presents results from a simulated year-long study of
satellite-based quantum key distribution. It was found that diffractive losses and
atmospheric losses define a fundamental trade space that drives both orbit and
wavelength selection. The optimal orbit is one which generates the highest detection rates
while providing equal pass elevation angles and durations to multiple ground sites to
maximize the frequency of rekeying. Longer wavelengths perform better for low Earth
orbit satellites while shorter wavelengths are needed as orbital altitude is increased. For a
500km Sun-synchronous orbit, a 1060nm wavelength resulted in the best performance
due to the large number of low elevation angle passes. On average, raw key rates of
170kbit/s per pass were calculated for a year-long orbit. This work provides the user with
the capability to identify the optimal design with respect to wavelength and orbit
selection as well as determine the performance of a QKD satellite-based link.
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KEY DETECTION RATE MODELING AND ANALYSIS FOR SATELLITEBASED QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION
I. Introduction
General Issue
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) allows users to securely generate shared
cryptographic key [1]. Ideal implementations of QKD, leveraging the use of physical
properties of quantum particles, have been shown to create an unconditionally secure
method for the exchange of cryptographic keys. This unconditional security has
motivated the development of real-world systems. The distance limits of these real-world
terrestrial systems have been reached due to hardware inefficiencies and the birefringent
nature of optical fiber [2]. In order to extend the range of QKD systems, a transition to
free-space including satellite platforms is the next step in the evolutionary development
of this technology. The Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) QKD research team has
developed a discrete event computer model for QKD systems that captures the limitations
of real systems [3]. The current model does not incorporate the free-space channel effects
to implement the quantum transmitter on a satellite platform. Including free-space effects
is a critical next step in order to continue to maintain modeling accuracy and currency in
the evolving field. The development of a validated model that accurately characterizes
the orbital dynamics and space-based optical link budgets will continue the cutting edge
research of the AFIT QKD team.
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Problem Statement
The essential factors that influence QKD space-based key detection rates (i.e.,
model) needs to be developed to understand the role each factor plays in a space-based
link. The effect of the atmospheric channel on the identified factors also needs to be
characterized, to understand the additional variation introduced in the transition to a
space-based platform. The significance of each factor and the resulting atmospheric
effects are expected to identify the design space for optimization allowing researchers to
select the best orbit and wavelength for a given scenario.
Research Objectives/Questions/Hypotheses
The main research questions investigated are: 1. What are the factors that directly
determine the detection rate of a LEO QKD space-based system? 2. Of the factors
identified in question 1, which are orbit dependent and in what way do they define the
design space for optimization? and 3. For the specific case of a 500km Sun-synchronous
orbit with equal detector efficiencies, what is the best wavelength for a space-based QKD
system acting as a trusted node between the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)
and the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)?
Two known factors that directly influence optical links include the transmittance
and refraction in the atmosphere [4]. It is believed that the Laser Environmental Effects
Definition and Reference (LEEDR) toolset developed at AFIT can be leveraged to create
a model that lines up very well with current transmittance estimates for atmospheric
conditions anywhere in the world [5]. LEEDR is traditionally used to capture optical
properties of lasers propagated within the atmosphere. The transmittance estimates are
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only one of the many key parts of the optical link equation. Another important part
captured by LEEDR is the refracted path through the atmosphere. Lt Jeremiah Specht,
another member of the QKD team, is pursuing the modeling of refractive bending of the
laser paths in question [6]. Other parts of the link equation include hardware properties,
choice of wavelength and total energy in the beam. All of these portions of the link
equation provide various design choices, dependent on the research scenario.
Research Focus
The focus of this research is to first understand the factors that determine satellite
QKD detection rates and then develop and validate a model for satellite QKD
implementation. Detection rates, or raw key rates, are defined as the expected number of
detections averaged over a given time interval. The model is intended to provide
descriptive performance of a space-based QKD link and provide insight into orbit
optimization. The model highlights the most useful wavelengths for satellite QKD based
on the optical losses experienced during typical orbital passes. The optimal wavelength is
the one that provides the least amount of channel loss and the highest detection rate,
averaged over all satellite passes. The optimal orbit is defined as the one that ensures the
greatest amount of raw key material is exchanged at both ground sites.
Methodology
This thesis first identifies and presents the factors that influence satellite QKD.
Secondly, the factors are incorporated into a model that characterizes the quantum bit
(qubit) exchange between a space-based platform and a ground site. Finally, the model is
used to conduct a year-long study of a specific scenario. The model developed provides
3

an end-to-end architecture that incorporates orbital mechanics, atmospheric physics and
QKD principles. The model first develops the satellite position, then characterizes the
ground site atmosphere and lastly applies an optical communication link between the
orbiting satellite and the fixed ground station. The satellite modeling component
determines azimuth, elevation angle, range and the corresponding time based on a user
selected TLE file. The atmospheric modeling component determines the atmospheric
properties above the ground site depending on the season and time of day. Finally, the
model characterizes the link budget, calculates the usable quantum bit rate as a function
of time and estimates the quantum bit error rate (QBER). Averaging the detection rate
over the year-long passes provides the final metric to describe the overall quality of the
system’s performance.
Assumptions/Limitations
This section outlines the assumptions made throughout this thesis. The main
assumptions in this thesis are: equivalent detector efficiencies, negligible weather effects,
atmospheric reciprocity up to 100km [7, p. 202], and that the parameters describing the
optical link are approximately constant over the bandpass1 [8]. Real single photon
detectors vary in efficiency for photon detection, mainly due to different responses of
materials to incident photons of different wavelength. This thesis assumes that all photon
detectors provide the same level of detection efficiency. This assumption reduces the
variability across hardware and studies more directly the channel effects on space-based
QKD. The ability to vary the detection efficiencies is still included, to allow the
1

Bandpass – the frequency spectrum of electromagnetic energy that passes through a given medium e.g. a
channel or filter, this identifies the range of wavelengths to which a device is sensitive
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validation of the model against other sources and modeling of real-world systems. The
weather effects of fog and clouds prevent QKD from taking place due to excessive
attenuation of the optical beam. An assumption of clear skies is used to capture
unhindered year-long system performance as cloud coverage is ground site dependent.
The calculated total detections measured should be scaled by the fraction of nights that
clear skies actually exists over a given ground site for the best representation of realworld performance. Atmospheric reciprocity refers to the properties describing the
atmosphere along a defined path. These properties are defined for each point along a path
and do not change for that given path, regardless of moving forward or backwards along
that path. This means that the uplink path and downlink paths have the same atmospheric
properties for density, transmittance, temperature and constituents [7]. This does not
mean that the lens effect of the atmosphere is the same for an uplink as it is for a
downlink. The final assumption of constant properties across the bandpass describes two
conditions. The optical beam does not have sufficient energy to change the properties of
the atmosphere along its path (thermal blooming) and the pulse moves along the path
faster (~10E-5 sec) than changes due to wind, turbulence and other atmospheric
transitions (~10E-3 sec) [9].
Additional Assumptions are listed below:
-

Propagation of Two-Line Element (TLE) sets provide sufficient orbital
accuracy to allow insight into key rate generation

-

The ground telescope can track the orientation of the satellite and properly
align to the orientation of the transmission frame so that there is no loss due to
misalignment in the reference frame defining polarization
5

-

Doppler effects on optical frequencies are incorporated without issue in the
available optical bandwidth of the receiver

Known limitations of the developed model include: a line of sight approximation
for pointing error, no loss due to rotational misalignment, and an assumption that the
diffraction pattern of the receiving optic completely fills the detection area of the single
photon detector. The line of sight approximation for pointing error was required in order
to validate the model against the approaches from Specht [6] and Bourgoin [10].
Implications
The implications of this research help determine the utility and feasibility of
space-based platforms for incorporation into QKD systems. This research allows decision
makers to argue for or against funding a LEO satellite platform to act as a technology
demonstration for unconditionally secure key distribution. The model developed during
this research provides the framework to allow additional study for any desired orbit,
wavelength and hardware combination to identify the optimal implementation of a QKD
space-based system.
This model proves the feasibility of key rates on the order of tens of thousands of
bits per day. This results in the ability to securely pass significant amounts of encrypted
data from AFIT to NPS over 2500 miles via traditional communication infrastructure.
This extends the current range from 250km [2] to any site in the world a ground station
can be established. The model should be used to generate technical requirements for a
low Earth orbit technology demonstration satellite. It should also be used to identify the
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ideal locations for ground sites. The model will be used in the existing framework to
expand the realm of possible simulation scenarios.
Preview
This thesis explains the development of the model, validates it against two
sources from academia and conducts a simulated year-long experiment for a satellite in a
500km Sun-synchronous orbit. The model lines up within 25% of other computer
simulations and within 7% of experimental data. The experiment showed that the 1060
nm wavelength generated the highest average detection rate during the year due to its
balance of loss from diffraction and transmittance at low elevation angles. The Sunsynchronous orbit was not optimal as it did not evenly generate key between the selected
AFIT and NPS each night.
Chapter II discusses QKD and the protocol used in this study. It also familiarizes
the reader with the SGP4 orbital mechanics routine, Gaussian laser beams and
atmospheric transmission. Chapter II also reviews relevant work performed in academia
to include modeling and experimental results within the field.
Chapter III outlines the three components of the model and how they were used.
Chapter III begins with the implementation of the atmospheric characterization. It then
describes the orbital propagator and the link basics. Finally Chapter III defines the entire
optical link. The methodology section also provides justification for the design choices
made during the model development.
Chapter IV presents the validation of the model against two similar computer
simulations and experimental data. It then presents the results for the 500km orbit year-
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long study. Due to similarity, only the results for AFIT passes are shown in Chapter IV
while the results for the NPS high and low elevation angle passes can be found in
Appendix A.
Chapter V highlights the findings of this research. It also identifies major lessons
learned during the effort and outlines future work that should leverage the model
developed. Chapter V concludes with a review of the important themes from this thesis.

8

II. Background
Chapter Overview
This chapter provides background information required to understand the
multidisciplinary aspects of an integrated QKD satellite model. It begins by providing the
reader a high-level understanding of QKD systems and the workings of the BB84
methodology - references to appropriate security proofs are provided. Once QKD is
understood, qkdX is presented to provide a top level summary of the framework. After
qdkX, the frame of references used and the physical setup of the problem are developed
in the satellite dynamics section. Next, the reader is provided with sufficient familiarity
governing LEEDR as to understand its contributions to the work accomplished. The final
background developed is an explanation of the optical properties of the link and the
propagation of the electromagnetic energy used in the communication. Lastly, current
work completed by other members of academia is examined to provide the reader with an
understanding of relevant work in the field.
Quantum Key Distribution
Overview
Quantum key distribution is a form of key distribution that leverages the laws of
physics to provide a secure source of key distribution. Using quantum communication,
photons that have specific properties are transmitted from a source (Alice) to a receiver
(Bob). The purpose of this transmission is to generate a unique key shared by both Alice
and Bob so that they may exchange encrypted information over an open channel without
the concern of security compromise.
9

Quantum Computations
Quantum particles used to represent ones and zeros are referred to as quantum
mechanical bits, or qubits as shorthand [11]. These qubits are denoted in the Dirac
notation, signifying states that exist in a two-dimensional state space. The traditional state
space is defined by the computational basis |0⟩ and |1⟩. The specific qubit state may then
be generally represented as the state 𝜓 shown in equation (1).
|𝜓⟩ = 𝛼|0⟩ + 𝛽|1⟩

(1)

The qubit 𝜓 represents a polarization vector with the probability of detection in a
chosen basis. The probability of measuring the given vector along the associated
component is proportional to the square of the 𝛼 or 𝛽 term. Choosing to measure 𝜓 from
the |0⟩, |1⟩ basis will return a successful measurement with a probability|⟨0|𝜓⟩| = |𝛼|2
and a probability |⟨1|𝜓⟩| = |𝛽|2 . The dimension of the basis, either |0⟩ or |1⟩, is then
associated with a digital bit of information. The information transferred via the qubit can
be encoded in the qubit’s polarization, and then received in the correct state as either |0⟩
or |1⟩. Finally the receiver assigns a digital value appropriately and the information is
transferred. Orthogonal states define the computational basis of the qubit state and can be
arbitrarily defined in orientation. Traditional choices of bases reference the eigenvectors
of the x and z Pauli matrices shown below [12].
0
𝜎𝑥 = [
1

1
0 −𝑖
1 0
] , 𝜎𝑦 = [
] , 𝜎𝑧 = [
],
0
𝑖 0
0 −1
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(2)

The Z basis defined by (|0⟩ , |1⟩) corresponds to a horizontal |𝐻⟩ vector and
vertical |𝑉⟩ vector.
|𝐻⟩ = 1|0⟩ + 0|1⟩

(3)

|𝑉⟩ = 0|0⟩ + 1|1⟩

An X-basis defined (|𝐷⟩ , |𝐴⟩) can be visualized as a forty five degree right
handed rotation of the Z basis, such that the diagonal vector, D, and anti-diagonal vector,
A, are defined as below. [13, pp. 61-93]
|𝐷⟩ =
|𝐴⟩ =

1

|𝐻⟩ +

√2
1
√2

|𝑉⟩ −

1
√2
1
√2

(4)

|𝑉⟩
|𝐻⟩

Orthogonality of the diagonal and anti-diagonal vectors above can be confirmed
by examining the inner product space.
|⟨𝐷|𝐴⟩|2 = ⟨

1
√2

|𝐻⟩ +

1
√2

|𝑉⟩|

1
√2

|𝑉⟩ −

1
√2

|𝐻⟩⟩

(5)

1 −1
1 1 2
=| ∙
+
∙ | =0
√2 √2 √2 √2
Note that attempting to measure in the X basis, a quantum particle that was
defined in the Z basis with an H or V polarization vector has equal probability of
resulting in a polarization vector of D or A.
|⟨𝐷|𝐴⟩|2 = ⟨0|𝐻⟩ + 1|𝑉⟩|
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1
√2

|𝑉⟩ −

1
√2

|𝐻⟩⟩

(6)

= |0 ∙

−1
√2

+1∙

1

2

1
| =
2
√2

This is similar for any of the possible combinations, so that anytime a state is
measured in the correct basis it will provide the correct polarization, and anytime that a
polarization state is measured in the incorrect basis it will have an equally random chance
of appearing as either a 1 or 0 in either of the orthogonal parts of the wrong basis.
These bases are the fundamental encoding used to convey information in satellite
QKD. The satellite payload will be responsible for random selection of both the basis and
the value of the bit transmitted to the receiver, so that the final key may be implemented
in the BB84 protocol outlined below.

BB84 Protocol
The BB84 Protocol was developed by Charles Bennet and Giles Brassard in 1984
[1]. The fundamental idea was to use quantum particles to generate a secret random key
at a distance. The transmitter, Alice, could send random bits encoded on a quantum
particle to a distant party, Bob, in order to generate a secret key shared by both parties.
An eavesdropper, Eve, would not be able to measure the particles in any way, without
disturbing them. If the particles were received without disturbance, the truly random
nature of their generation would allow a secure key to be based fundamentally in the laws
of physics. This key could then be applied to a traditional encryption algorithm such as
the Advanced Encryption Standard in order to create an unconditionally secure key.
Van Der Wiel [11] very clearly outlines the protocol, excepting changes to match
the reference vectors used in this thesis.
12

BB84 protocol:
1. Alice generates 4m+ε random classical bits, and for each bit she randomly
chooses the X or the Z basis. For each bit she generates a qubit and sends it to Bob. If the
bit is 0 she sends |𝐻⟩ or |𝐷⟩, and if the bit is 1 she sends |𝑉⟩ or |𝐴⟩.
2. Bob measures the 4m + ε qubits in a random basis; either the X or the Z basis.
… Bob’s measurement result will be equal to Alice bit if they used the same basis.
Otherwise the measurement result will be random. This initial key is often called the raw
key.
3. Alice and Bob publicly announce their basis choices on the classical channel,
and they discard the bits where they used different bases. With a high probability they
have 2m bits left, commonly called the sifted key.
4. Alice randomly selects half of the remaining bits and publicly announces the bit
values. Bob compares Alice’s bit values with his measurement results to probe for Eve’s
presence. From this set they can estimate the quantum bit error rate (QBER), and if it is
sufficiently low they continue the protocol with the remaining m bit key. Otherwise they
discard the key and start over again.
5. This step is called reconciliation. Using the QBER estimate Alice sends Bob
error correcting data to obtain equal keys. Further Alice and Bob calculate an upper
bound on Eve’s information about the key. They then perform privacy amplification to
fully remove Eve’s information about the key. In this step the m bit erroneous, partly
secure key is reduced to an n bit identical, unconditionally secure key. [11]
This explains the principles of the QKD information transfer. Next, a general
overview of the qkdX framework is presented to illustrate how qkdX is used.
13

qkdX Framework
“The qkdX framework was designed with the goal of enabling efficient modeling
of QKD systems for performance analysis and characterization. This capability allows
users to more efficiently (i.e., without significant re-programming) model and analyze
variations in QKD system hardware configurations, software processes, or
communication protocols in order to more fully understand the system design trade space
and practical implementation limitations. More specifically, the qkdX enables the
detailed study of relationships between physical (e.g., quantum phenomenon,
temperature, and disturbances) and system-level interactions (e.g., hardware designs,
software implementations, and protocols).
Initially, the framework was used to model a notional polarization-based, prepare
and measure BB84 terrestrial fiber QKD system. However, the framework was designed
with considerations to support all forms of qubit encoding schemes (i.e., polarization,
phase, and entanglement), multiple protocols (e.g., BB84, SARG04, E91, etc.), and
various QKD implementations (e.g., aerial fiber, terrestrial free space, satellite free space,
and multiplexed transmissions)” [3, p. 16].
“The qkdX Framework defines models (e.g., optical, electro-optical, and electrical
components), modules (i.e., subsystems or “smart” components), and communication
channels (e.g., fiber or free space) common to many different architectures. Each model,
module, and channel can be reused in multiple QKD system representations” [3, p. 17].
Currently, the only defined communication channel is a polarization maintaining fiber [3,
p. 95]. A space-based free space channel is the next modular component that needs to be
14

added to qkdX . In order to understand the descriptions of the space-based platform and
associated reference frames, satellite dynamics is examined in the next section.
Modeling Satellite Dynamics
Overview
Standard General Perturbations 4 (SGP4) is an openly available set of algorithms
that provides the building blocks for comprehensive modeling of satellites, ground
stations, spatial vector representations and temporal resolution for all points within the
relevant three dimensional space. SGP4 also has the functionality to identify points on the
Earth based on their geodetic longitude and latitude, transform vectors between multiple
frames of reference and acts as the industry standard for orbital modeling.
SGP4
The SGP4 initialization routine uses a position and a velocity in the Earth
centered inertial (ECI) coordinate frame, along with properties of the central body (in this
case the Earth), to initialize and define orbital characteristics of a satellite. Once the
satellite is initialized, the SGP4 routine will propagate the satellite position either forward
or backward in time to determine the new position and velocity vectors. SGP4
incorporates disturbances due to resonances, third body forces, atmospheric drag and
other perturbations [14, p. 697].
In order to initialize the SGP4 routine, specific orbital characteristics from a
supplied Two Line Element (TLE) file are used to identify the position and velocity of
the satellite to be modeled. This TLE is based on the format used by Air Force Space
Command, and TLEs of current orbiting satellites are readily available to the public. The
15

TLE format includes information on the unique identifier for the satellite, and its
international designator. It also includes ten fields that uniquely identify the satellite
orbit, including the classical orbit elements. The first six are required for calculations, and
the remaining four variables are necessary to describe the effect of perturbations on the
satellite motion. The first six fields include the inclination, right ascension of the angular
node, eccentricity, argument of perigee, the mean anomaly and the mean motion. For
TLE formatting, all angle measurements are in degrees. Mean motion and its associated
derivatives are calculated from units of revolutions/day. The four inputs to perturbation
calculations include B*, the epoch, the derivative of mean motion and the second
derivative of mean motion. B* is a drag-like parameter that can be used to determine the
ballistic coefficient of the satellite [14, p. 106].
The coordinate system for TLEs is a true-equator, mean equinox system [14, p.
106]. The overall error in a TLE can be more than a kilometer due to errors in the
mathematical approximations used to generate the TLE. As acquisition is not the purpose
of this research, it is assumed that the TLE is sufficiently accurate as to allow insight into
the problem being studied.
Frames of Reference
The frames of reference used in this work include the Earth centered inertial
(ECI) frame, the Earth centered Earth fixed frame (ECEF) and the topocentric horizon
coordinate system (SEZ). The ECI frame is defined with the principal axis pointing along
the vernal equinox’s direction in January of 2000. The third axis is along the axis of
rotation of the Earth, matching a vector pointing toward the average geographic North
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Pole. The second axis is formed as the right handed cross product of the third axis with
the principal axis. Figure 1 [15] below shows an illustration of this coordinate system.

Figure 1: Earth Centered Inertial Frame [15]
The properties of the ECI frame are not truly constant and must reference an
epoch to ensure accuracy over long periods of time. The standard referenced epoch for
this thesis is the J2000 epoch, corresponding to the IAU-2000 definitions of the Earth’s
orientation, equator, precession and nutation.
The Earth centered Earth fixed frame is similar to the ECI frame except it
accounts for the rotation of the Earth due to the Earth fixed nature of the axes. The Earth
does not only rotate around its polar axis, but it also undergoes nutation and precession.
𝑟⃗𝐸𝐶𝐸𝐹 = [𝑷(𝑡)][𝑵(𝑡)][𝑹(𝑡)][𝑾(𝑡)]𝑟⃗𝐸𝐶𝐼

where:

𝑷(𝑡) = 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑵(𝑡) = 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑹(𝑡) = 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑾(𝑡) = 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
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(7)

Equation (7) is used to rotate vectors from the Earth centered inertial coordinate
frame to the Earth centered Earth fixed coordinate frame. It is important to note that the
position of the Earth fixed frame is dependent on any point in time whereas the Earth
fixed inertial frame is tied only to a specific reference time.
The final reference framed used in this thesis is a polar version of the topocentric
horizon coordinate system. The SEZ frame refers to a three dimensional Cartesian frame
with origin aligned on the surface of the World Geodetic Survey ellipsoid approximating
the surface of the Earth. The principal axis points toward the south, the secondary axis
points towards the east and the third axis is the right-handed cross product of the
principal and secondary axes. The SEZ frame can be related back to the ECEF frame
through the site’s geodetic latitude, 𝜙𝑔𝑑 , and the longitude, 𝜃. First rotate about the
secondary axis by −(90 − 𝜙𝑔𝑑 ) degrees and then about the tertiary axis by – 𝜃. A
common reference from a ground site to define the look angle towards a satellite as it
passes overhead is the azimuth and elevation angle. These values define the orientation of
a unit vector pointing toward the satellite in the SEZ frame, with azimuth typically
referenced from the negative of the principal axis (local geographic North). Figure 2 [14,
p. 161] shows the respective orientation of the SEZ frame as related to the ECEF frame.
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Figure 2: Topocentric to Geocentric Rotation [14, p. 161]
The satellite position vectors, ground site position vectors and multiple frames of
reference are used together to describe the overall geometry of the satellite to ground
station link. This geometry can be distilled to a single elevation angle and range used to
define the specific properties of the satellite optical link.
Satellite Optical Downlinks
Overview
This section provides the building blocks of the optical link used in this work. The
laser path describes the possible paths a single photon could travel along from satellite to
receiver. The beam model used was the standard Gaussian laser beam defined by
Andrews and Phillips [16]. The majority of loss is due to diffraction by the beam
spreading out from the aperture at the source to the plane of the receiver. The atmosphere
is a multilayer spherical lens that refracts the downlink without significant expansion. As
the beam propagates through the atmosphere it is not significantly changed as to alter the
beam properties other than reducing the amplitude of the electromagnetic field. Optical
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hardware is characterized as a system, so that the total system efficiency is fifty percent,
which is the standard assumption for optical hardware [17].
Benefits of Satellite Dynamics on QKD Systems
There are two immediate benefits of moving QKD platforms to space-based
platforms. First, the satellite position in space and time can only be occupied by a single
vehicle. No eavesdropper, outside the atmosphere, could be present in the middle of the
communication link for the entire duration of the communication. An eavesdropper’s
presence is possible with a terrestrial fiber as it can be spliced. Satellite QKD adds to the
overall security of the system due to isolation of the channel from eavesdroppers. A
traditional QKD assumption is that Eve is “all powerful” such that any error or loss is a
function of her malevolent efforts. In satellite QKD, Eve could be imagined as an aerial
platform that flies in and out of the laser link absorbing photons and re-emitting her
received states and values to the ground site. Second, the satellite can propagate the
quantum information via free space rather than some birefringent method that requires
polarization correction. This reduces the total loss and the overall complexity of the
channel. A channel with less loss can be used for longer distances promoting
communication between geographically separated sites. In order to accurately model a
satellite QKD link the channel, geometry and beam must be modeled correctly.
Gaussian Beams
A Gaussian laser beam is one that concentrates the majority of its electromagnetic
energy in the center of the beam. As one moves radially out from the center, the energy
decreases as the negative exponent of the radial distance squared over the beam radius
20

squared, as shown in Figure 3 [18]. In addition to this concentration of energy, the
Gaussian beam has a parabolic phase front and the axial propagation is much greater than
the off-axis beam spreading.

Figure 3: Gaussian Beam Planar Energy Distribution [18]
The Gaussian laser beam consists of an amplitude and phase. The amplitude is a
function of the transverse distance the beam has propagated. The phase is also a function
of the transverse distance the beam has propagated, but is not a significant factor in the
BB84 implementation of satellite QKD. For this study, the optical beam information is
carried in the polarization of the photon being transmitted rather than in its phase, and as
such the second exponential term of Equation (8) will be carried forward as unity. The
final Gaussian beam equation used to characterize the energy in the field, as developed in
[16] is shown in Equation (8).
𝑈𝑜 (𝑟, 𝑧) =

𝑎𝑜
√Θ20

+

Λ20

exp( −

𝑟2
𝑘𝑟 2
)exp
[𝑖(𝑘𝑧
−
𝜙
−
)]
𝑊2
2𝐹

The propagation parameter defines the wave based on input plane beam
parameters. Starting with the real and complex parts of the propagation parameter
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(8)

𝑝(𝑧) = Θ0 + 𝑖Λ 0
Θ0 = 1 −
where:

(9)

𝑧
2𝑧
; Λ0 =
𝐹𝑜
𝑘𝑊02

(10)

𝑎𝑜 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
𝑧 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝐹0 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝑊0 = 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑡
2𝜋
𝑘 = 𝜆 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟
𝜆 = 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
Equation (8) shows the spatial dependency of the beam’s energy field. The 𝑎𝑜

term is the peak value, and the field drops off radially from the center of the beam. The
𝑟2

− 𝑊 2 term accounts for the drop off in energy as a function of radial distance. The spot
size W, must also be calculated to determine the size of the laser at the plane of the
receiver.
𝑊 = 𝑊0 √Θ20 + Λ20

(11)

The large distance over which a laser propagates from a satellite to the ground
causes the beam to spread to a much larger size on the ground. Only a portion of this
beam is actually incident on the receiving telescope and this additional loss is accounted
for by integrating the irradiance at the receiver, the square of the field at the receiver,
over the area of the receiving aperture. Assuming the same initial field amplitude, the
total irradiance and spot size are a function of both transvers distance and vary with
wavelength.
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Optical Wavelengths
Transmission through the atmosphere at optical frequencies is not uniform for all
wavelengths. Transmission, on average, is much higher for frequencies on the infrared
side of the electromagnetic spectrum with greater scattering reducing transmission for
frequencies on the blue side of the electromagnetic spectrum. The principal wavelengths
of interest were chosen as a point of comparison with Bourgoin [10]. They include
405nm, 532nm, 670nm, 785nm, 830nm, 1060nm and 1555nm. Each of these
wavelengths will experience different amounts of diffraction and attenuation along a
defined space-based optical link.
Atmospheric Effects
The atmosphere directly affects electromagnetic radiation passing through it.
Attenuation and scatter are the major influences that were considered in this study,
captured by the transmittance values. While the atmosphere does not influence the
polarization of the laser passing through it, it will readily attenuate certain wavelengths of
light due to the atmospheric constituents. This attenuation is a lump sum of the
absorption, Mie scattering and Rayleigh scattering that the light experiences. Weather
effects create additional attenuation. The large number of spherical droplets in clouds and
fog act as spherical lenses readily scattering light passing through them. This scattering
disrupts the ability to leverage optical paths for laser communication. For this reason, a
“clear sky” is assumed when developing the optical transmission of the atmosphere.
Clear sky refers only to the absence of large scattering pockets along the transmission
path. It still allows the presence of atmosphere, aerosols, humidity and turbulence. These
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assumptions feed directly into the Laser Environmental Effects Definition and Reference
(LEEDR) platform that was used to generate the selected transmittance curves.
LEEDR
LEEDR is a software package implemented in MATLAB 2013a that was
developed by the Center for Directed Energy at AFIT. It is comparable to other forms of
atmospheric radiative transfer codes, such as the commercial MODTRAN [19], but is
readily available to DOD entities. The user guide quotes Jaclyn Schmidt describing
LEEDR as:
“The LEEDR model is a fast-calculating, first-principles, worldwide surface-to100km, ultraviolet-to-radio-frequency (UV to RF) wavelength, atmospheric
characterization package. In general, LEEDR defines the well-mixed atmospheric
boundary layer (BL) with a worldwide, probabilistic surface climatology that is based on
season and time of day and, then computes the radiative transfer and propagation effects
from the vertical profile of meteorological variables. The LEEDR user can also directly
input surface observations or use numerical weather prediction (NWP) data to create a
near real-time atmospheric profile. (JAMC, 2014).” [5]
LEEDR allows a user to select any site worldwide and calculate the radiative
transfer through the atmosphere above that location. Multiple inputs are required to
properly characterize the atmosphere for the given area of study. The user can define the
atmospheric model used or import their own, the level of aerosols in the atmosphere and
the number of layers to calculate along the path. Weather can also be incorporated with
the addition of clouds at user defined altitudes, models for wind and turbulence and
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selection of the typical level of humidity that is being experienced. Once all of these
inputs have been defined, LEEDR allows the user to define a laser wavelength and the
line of sight geometry from the transmitter to the receiver [5].
Based on the user defined laser, LEEDR will calculate the refractive bending of
the laser beam. This laser can be transmitted from any altitude to a receiver at any
appropriate altitude. The software is designed to properly characterize atmospheric
effects within 100km of the Earth’s surface [5], and by assuming that any additional
impacts above 100km in height are negligible, it can be programmed to calculate laser
paths for orbital altitudes. The path can be defined in many ways to include slant path,
refractive bending or a point to point solution that accounts for refractive bending and
provides a corrected zenith angle for aiming. Specific details regarding the
implementation of the laser path calculations are discussed in Chapter III.
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Figure 4: Laser Environmental Effects Definition and Reference Location Tab
Figure 4 shows the location selection tab of the LEEDR interface. This is
provided to help the reader visualize additional discussion in the methodology section.
Relevant Research
Overview
Quantum key distribution is a subject that has been studied since its advent in the
1980s. It has been extensively reviewed at a terrestrial level for both fiber channels and
atmospheric channels. Overtime longer and longer free space transmissions were realized
and the practical application of QKD to satellite platforms is now completely feasible.
This section presents some of the recent publications on the subject of applying quantum
key distribution to orbital platforms. Various computational models have been developed
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in the last twenty years, as well as a comprehensive QKD model and a proof of concept
experiment that validated the feasibility of the BB84 protocol.
Rarity et al [20] provide a definition for the detection rates that can be expected
for a satellite QKD link. The link is a combination of the pulse rate, mean photon number
per pulse, transmittance of the atmosphere, geometric loss and system efficiencies. The
total key rate is divided by two due to the random nature of basis selection in BB84
protocol that reduces the correct number of properly oriented receptions by half.
𝐾=

𝑅𝑀𝑇𝐿𝑔 𝜂
2

(12)

While Equation (12) provides some insight into the optical link, a better
understanding of the appropriate components can be found from Villoresi [21]. They
represent the number of photons received more similarly to a traditional optical link as
shown in Equation (13) by separating out all the different contributions of each
component along the optical link. This equation is for a reflected photon propagating
from the ground to the satellite and back, which must be modified appropriately for a
single propagation path.
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𝑁𝑝ℎ
where

𝜆
1 2
= 𝜂𝑞 𝐸𝑡 ( ) 𝜂𝑡 𝐺𝑡 𝜎𝑠𝑎𝑡 (
) 𝐴𝑟 𝜂𝑅 𝑇𝐴2 𝑇𝑐2
ℎ𝑐
4𝜋𝑅 2

(13)

𝜂𝑞 = 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝐸𝑡 = 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒
ℎ = 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑘 ′ 𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑐 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝜆 = 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝜂𝑡 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝐺𝑡 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝜎𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑅 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟
𝐴𝑟 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝜂𝑅 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑇𝐴 = 𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑐 = 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

Equation (13) should be modified by removing the squared term for propagation loss and
converting it to a scaling factor reflecting the fractional power received, removing the 𝐺𝑡
term, and removing the 𝜎𝑠𝑎𝑡 as the satellite is the transmitter, not a reflector, resulting in
[8]
𝜆
𝑁𝑝ℎ = 𝜂𝑞 𝐸𝑡 ( ) 𝜂𝑡 𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 𝐴𝑟 𝜂𝑅 𝑇𝐴 𝑇𝑐
ℎ𝑐

(14)

This result can then be related to the detection rate of the system by dividing the number
of photons received by the time step over which the photons arrived, such that the
quantum bit rate is defined by Equation (15) [8].
𝑄=

𝑁𝑝ℎ
Δ𝑡

(15)

One of the additional complications to QKD is the presence of additional photons
in the atmosphere, due to light emissions from the Earth’s surface, reflected light from
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either the Sun or the Moon or starlight refracted into the receiving telescope. These
photons can show up as detections in a QKD system and are referred to as background
noise, which adds to the total loss of the system. Er-long [22] describes a number of
configurations for a telescope receiving system. Based on [22], an average background
noise of 5 x10-6 counts per pulse will be assumed for this simulation.
A comprehensive analysis of the performance of a space-based QKD system was
developed by Bourgoin [10]. Using MODTRAN and seven select wavelengths
representing optical atmospheric transmission passbands, Bourgoin created simulations
for detection rates during orbital passes and exchanged secure key. Bourgoin calculated
the average number of secure key bits received for an upper percentile satellite pass
between 68.5kbit to 465.6kbit, varying by wavelength. Bourgoin also provided graphs of
the results for raw key rate and QBER generated for a 600km overhead pass operating on
a 670nm wavelength. Bourgoin’s paper is the main simulation comparison to help
validate the results of the simulation developed in this thesis.
Vallone was able to use a reflecting satellite to prove the feasibility of the BB84
protocol [23]. Using the Matera Laser Ranging Observatory, a laser was aimed at a
retroreflective satellite covered in corner cubes. The laser was used to provide range data
with ranging pulses and reflect qubits off of the satellite. The 100MHz laser pulses were
attenuated to approximate a mean photon number of 1.6. The quantum bit error was then
measured over an eighty-five second pass and resulted in an average value of 5.7% [23].
The experimental raw key rate measurements are provided for a portion of the satellite
pass. This experimental data is also a source of comparison for validation purposes.
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Summary
The necessary fundamental concepts of quantum key distribution have been
developed to help the reader better comprehend the research performed as a part of this
thesis. Current research is still ongoing in the field. This thesis will enhance the
capability of the current QKD framework at AFIT. It also provides academia insight into
the practical applications of satellite-based QKD from an orbit design perspective.
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III. Methodology
Chapter Overview
This chapter presents the methodology used in this thesis. It also provides
supporting arguments for the assumptions and choices made throughout the research
effort. The model development and implementation is presented in a building block
method illustrating the components of the model that were first developed and then the
link calculation from integrating the model pieces.

Figure 5: Model Components Color Coded by Functionality
As shown in Figure 5, the three components include an atmospheric pass
propagator, a satellite orbit propagator and an optical link budget. The first component
developed was the atmospheric pass propagator that generated the transmittance values
and refracted paths for every satellite elevation angle greater than zero degrees. The
second component developed was the satellite orbit propagator, which determined
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satellite position as a function of time and related the range and elevation angle to a
specific ground station. The final component contains the optical link budget calculations
that connected the satellite to the ground station. The refraction of the optical path and the
atmospheric characteristics of the path are functions of both wavelength and satellite
elevation angle. Each of the seven selected wavelengths required its own inputs for path
calculations, starting with the atmospheric profile.
Atmospheric Profile
The atmospheric profile is defined by user parameters input into LEEDR. The
possible inputs include ground site, time of day, relative humidity percentile, aerosols,
number of layers, wind models, turbulence models, cloud formation and height, and the
laser geometry used. The ground sites modeled include the Air Force Institute of
Technology (AFIT) and the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) for simulations. Matera,
Italy is also used, but only as the ground site for validation against Vallone. As
developed, LEEDR characterizes the latitude and longitude of NPS as an ocean location
rather than land. Due to the coastal proximity of NPS to the Pacific Ocean this
approximation is assumed to provide sufficient accuracy for the atmospheric
characteristics that will be modeled.
First, the atmospheric profile parameters were selected. The atmosphere was
defined by the ExPERT profile present in LEEDR. This definition leverages the average
of historical conditions for a given site, based on time of day, summer or winter and
relative humidity (RH) percentile. Note that the RH percentile does not mean the actual
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relative humidity, but instead an estimate of the relative humidity based on how similar it
is to the historical average value experienced at the chosen location.

Figure 6: LEEDR Atmospheric Input Parameter Selection
Next, the aerosols present in the atmosphere were characterized. In order to
maintain an accurate comparison to the Bourgoin study discussed earlier [10], the aerosol
model used was a standard model for moderate aerosols in the appropriate season, based
on the MODTRAN model in urban conditions. Urban conditions are necessary due to the
location of AFIT and NPS in urban environments. The selected parameters for the
summer profiles are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: LEEDR Aerosols Input Parameter Selections
Lastly, the wind and turbulence models were characterized. Based on the
recommendations of Fiorino [24], the Tatarski model for turbulence was selected. This
model is similar to a traditional Kolmogorov power law spectrum, but it uses a Gaussian
distribution to truncate the Kolmogorov model when high wave numbers are used [16, p.
67].

There is an available Clouds/Rain input section for LEEDR modeling, but the

clear sky assumption enforces a condition without clouds or fog of any kind.

Figure 8: Wind and Turbulence Parameter Selections
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The defined atmospheric profile allows the path transmittance to be characterized
for both a variety of wavelengths and a variety of transmission paths. The
Laser/Geometry tab of the LEEDR interface allows the user to input a single laser path
for study. While useful, this would become exceptionally tedious to perform by hand for
every path that could be modeled during a satellite orbit. Instead, an assumption that
transmittance as a function of satellite elevation angle would accurately represent the
characteristics for multiple satellite passes was used. A script was developed in order to
automate the geometry calculations. To ensure the accuracy of the developed script the
atmospheric transmittance for the range of 400nm – 1555nm wavelengths was calculated
along the Zenith for a satellite passing over WPAFB at an altitude of 500 kilometers.
The output of the LEEDR Zenith calculation for transmittance is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Zenith Transmittance as a Function of Wavelength
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The transmittance is a combination of the transmittance for aerosol and the
transmittance for atmospheric constituents. Aerosols in the atmosphere will scatter and
absorb electromagnetic energy, and the molecules normally present in the atmosphere
will also do the same [4, pp. 122-132]. The amount of scattering and absorption is a
function of wavelength. By looking at the smooth curve of Figure 10 combined with the
output given in Figure 11 it becomes clear the reason for the erratic shape of Figure 9.
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Figure 10: Aerosol Only Transmittance as a Function of Wavelength
The effect of aerosols is to provide the majority of scattering that occurs during
atmospheric transmission, and results in a smooth curve as a function of wavelength. The
molecular constituents within the atmosphere provide the majority of absorption at
specific wavelengths and create the seemingly sporadic drop outs shown in Figure 11.
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Path Molecular Transmittance vs. Wavelength
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Figure 11: Molecular Only Transmittance as a Function of Wavelength
The zenith transmittances for each of the wavelengths identified for study are
shown in Table 1. These served as baseline indicators to ensure that the automated
calculations used in the development of the varying elevation angle model were accurate.
Transmittance is lower for AFIT during the winter than the summer. NPS has an order of
magnitude smaller change in loss than AFIT during the winter. This is due to its coastal
proximity.
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Table 1: Wavelength Transmittance at Zenith for Studied Wavelengths
Wavelength
405 nm
532 nm
670 nm
785 nm
830 nm
1060 nm
1555 nm

AFIT Summer
Transmittance
0.095
0.194
0.299
0.397
0.403
0.527
0.702

NPS Summer
Transmittance
0.084
0.182
0.290
0.373
0.397
0.523
0.699

AFIT Winter
Transmittance
0.080
0.172
0.274
0.354
0.382
0.504
0.693

NPS Winter
Transmittance
0.090
0.185
0.287
0.366
0.393
0.513
0.699

The model used to calculate transmittance as a function of elevation angle
consists of a loop that calculates multiple laser geometries along a satellite pass. Figure
12 shows a sample calculation of a single point during an orbital pass. Note that the
geometry shown defines the path from the ground to the satellite. This is acceptable due
to the assumption of atmospheric reciprocity. The properties of the atmosphere along the
defined path are invariant whether light is moving from the ground to the satellite or from
the satellite to the ground. This is assumed to still be true for individual photons
propagating along the same path.
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Figure 12: Refracted Laser for 1000km Target Distance
The surface of the Earth is hidden by the platform altitude plot in green. The blue
line shows the refracted path that the laser takes, representative of the actual optical path
a photon would propagate along during QKD. The optical properties of the atmosphere
characterizing the entire pass are assumed to be similar regardless of azimuth. This
allows the model to only calculate one side of the orbital pass, for angles from zenith
down to the horizon. Due to landmarks, buildings and surface variations a conservative
minimum elevation angle of fifteen degrees is used as the lower bound.
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Figure 13: Refracted Paths for 500km Pass Showing Excessive Refraction
Figure 13 shows the multiple refracted paths for a 500km pass, based on the
original geometry calculated by LEEDR. Each of these paths has a specific path length
and transmittance that can be modeled as a function of the elevation angle at the ground
station. Orbital passes that do not pass directly overhead of a ground site will still have a
defined elevation angle anytime the satellite is in view, the apex elevation angle will be
lower than the maximum of a directly overhead pass and the pass duration will be shorter.
One of the significant errors visible in Figure 13 is continued refraction outside of the top
of the atmosphere. Light should only be diffracting, not refracting, in the vacuum of
space. This highlights that a geometry correction must be applied in order to use LEEDR
to accurately characterize the refractive bending for an optical communication pass
outside of the atmosphere.
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Figure 14: Refracted Paths for 500km Pass Showing Corrected Refraction
In order to address the geometry correction, the target height was adjusted down
from 500km to 100km, the top of the atmosphere for LEEDR calculations. The refracted
path was then recalculated. The last piece of the refracted path was used to define the
direction vector of the optical path outside of the atmosphere. This direction vector
defined a linear curve that intersects the circular 500km orbit. These two equations were
solved by substituting the linear equation into the equation of the circle and solving for
the roots. The solution resulted in the two possible x-axis points of intersection. Taking
the positive x value, and solving the equation of the circle for y yields the Cartesian
points used to define the final point of the refracted path. These final points were used to
calculate the corrected line of sight distances and elevation angles. This resulted in the
straight line paths above the atmosphere visible in Figure 14.
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Figure 15: Atmospheric Transmittance as a Function of Elevation Angle
Figure 15 presents the summer atmospheric transmittance as a function of
elevation angle, as modeled for a 500km Sun-synchronous orbit. A 405nm wavelength
has the least amount of transmittance through the atmosphere and a 1555nm wavelength
has the greatest amount of transmittance through the atmosphere. The drop off at low
elevation angles for a 1555nm wavelength appears to be greater than for shorter
wavelengths, however this is misleading. The transmittance directly scales the
energy/power/number of photons that pass through the atmosphere. For this reason a
calculation of the atmospheric loss better displays the wavelength dependent behavior for
electro-magnetic energy propagating through the atmosphere.
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Figure 16: Atmospheric Loss as a Function of Elevation Angle
Figure 16 presents the atmospheric loss for an optical link as a function of
elevation angle for seven wavelengths. The longest wavelength, 1555nm, has a difference
of less than 4dB of loss between an elevation angle of 15 degrees and zenith. The shortest
wavelength, 405nm, undergoes 29.22dB of loss at 15 degrees compared to zenith.
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Elevation Angle of 3dB Increase from Zenith Loss by Wavelength
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Figure 17: Elevation Angle for 3dB Increase from Zenith Loss by Wavelength
Figure 17 presents the 3dB increase from zenith. This is the point at which the
transmittance value from Figure 15 is half of the zenith value for each wavelength. This
line shows the cutoff where LEEDR begins to provide the needed additional fidelity for
modeling transmittance as a function of elevation angle, rather than simply assuming
transmittance is a constant or linear function of elevation angle.
LEEDR geometry calculations define the original elevation angle as a direct line
of sight between the platform and the initial target position. The refractive bending that
occurs serves to further push the laser path end point away from the initial target position
described by the non-refracted line of sight elevation angle, as was shown in Figure 12.
The LEEDR transmittance and refracted paths are output as a function of this straight line
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elevation angle. This uncorrected elevation angle corresponds to the arrival angle of the
laser beam wave front at the ground site, and defines the look angle of the receiving
telescope. The corrected line of sight elevation angle for the satellite position is
calculated from the refracted path end point. Using the final horizontal and vertical
position of the laser path, the total range to the satellite is computed. This provides the
hypotenuse and the horizontal displacement for use in determining the satellite position
elevation angle. The receiving telescope pointing elevation angle and the satellite position
line of sight elevation angles are then used to map the satellite’s elevation angle based on
line of sight (true elevation angle) to the elevation angle used to point towards the
incoming optical beam (refracted elevation angle).
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Figure 18: Correlation of Path Lengths and Elevations for Mapping Refracted Properties
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Figure 18 shows the difference between the uncorrected elevation angle and the
true elevation angle based on line of sight as a function of path length. The model
accounts for the longer refracted path by mapping the line of sight path to the properties
of the shorter refracted path, while still accounting for the longer path length. Any values
that don’t match specific points in the model are interpolated via the method of cubic
splines. The steps in the graph (most noticeable at 22o and 1125km) that occur
throughout the curve are a result of changes in the thickness of the modeled atmospheric
layers as the line of sight distance continues to increase. This results in step changes for
the total refraction of the beam. The curves reflect identical step behavior because the
line of sight elevation angle is determined from the end points of the refracted data.
The atmospheric profile for both AFIT and NPS are both dependent on the time of
night that the satellite passes over head. The best balance of atmospheric characteristics
occur for a midnight to 3am pass as the temperature gradients in the atmosphere provide
a negative temperature gradient that bends light towards the Earth [16, p. 14]. This
midnight to 3am window provides additional viewing range without introducing
additional background noise from the Sun. A Sun synchronous orbit ensures that the
satellite passes over ground sites at similar local times within the midnight to 3am
window. The pass times were verified against the orbital simulator that was created,
correcting UTCG to local times based on a 5 hour difference at AFIT and an 8 hour time
difference at NPS.
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Orbital Simulator
David Vallado’s book Fundamentals of Astrodynamics and Applications [14]
provides the instructions to implement the SGP4 algorithm and an additional amount of
functionality, to include coordinate transformations. The code available from Celestrak’s
online software repository [25] serves as the backbone of this orbital propagator. The
need for development of an orbital propagator was driven by licensing requirements from
the research sponsor. The code created can readily be executed in any scripting computer
language that has a working Octave interpreter. This software may be used freely for any
purpose, to include academic, military or commercial studies.
The foundation of the orbital model is developing a TLE file and feeding it into
the SGP4 initialization subroutine. This routine reads in the parameters used to describe
the orbit of the satellite, as well as the approximations of the perturbations affecting the
satellite. This defines all the relevant properties of the satellite that are used by the SGP4
propagator to determine the satellite position at any point in time. The satellite structure
and the desired time step for propagation are then passed into the SGP4 propagation
routine. This routing calculates all of the forces acting on the satellite, to include
perturbations due to third bodies, drag and other factors. The routine then numerically
integrates the acting forces to define the acceleration, velocity and position vectors of the
satellite, for a give point in time. The time period for study was chosen as 1 Jan 15 to 1
Jan 16. This was an arbitrary choice, tied to the center period for which the author was
attending school. Shifting the time period either forward or backward in time would not
change the properties of the orbital passes over the ground sites due to the Sunsynchronous orbit selected. One short-coming with this year-long period of propagation
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is that the atmospheric properties were defined for summer and winter conditions and the
two other seasons experienced in a year are not accurately characterized. The initial time
step chosen was a one minute interval to limit the total amount of data that was output by
the orbital propagator. The reason for this choice was to speed up simulations so that the
model could be evaluated for functionality without excessive wait times. The one minute
step size resulted in 525,600 data points that output a specific ECI position, velocity,
range to each ground site and elevation angle for each ground site.
The ECI position and velocity output vectors were then used to calculate the
initial Doppler shift experienced. They were also fundamental to convert satellite
elevation angles seen by the ground sites at AFIT and at NPS via implementation of
Vallado’s rv2razel routine [25]. Initially there was difficultly implementing the routine
due to neglecting leap seconds for time transformations between the Julian day calendar
and the J2000 epoch used as a time reference. The rv2razel routine calculates the
elevation angle for every time step, as referenced in the SEZ frame. Any elevation angle
less than zero indicate that the satellite is below the horizon and can be immediately
discarded. From the remaining elevation angle data, the range to ground site information
was used to as the logical switch to determine which ground site in view would provide a
higher key rate for an optical downlink. NPS was given priority over AFIT in order to
provide additional pass time to transfer the key generated at AFIT. This approach did not
provide the expected utility as a satellite could use classical communication to provide
the AFIT key to NPS as an encrypted message. The logical prioritization of NPS proved
useful in that NPS averaged lower average detection rates than AFIT as will be addressed
in Chapter IV.
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Laser Downlink
The laser downlink is a single function composed of three outputs. The power
received, the fractional power received and the spot size are calculated based on
Equations (8) and (10) depending on the total refracted path length, telescope properties
and the wavelength used. The spot size information allows calculation of the percentage
of the beam that the receiving aperture captures, which is directly dependent on receiving
aperture size. The received power defines the link losses as a function of wavelength and
propagated distance. The model for spot size and power was verified by performing
calculations similar to those in [16].
The properties of the laser downlink change as a function of the wavelength used.
For this reason it was important to determine if a Doppler shift would create effects that
would influence the validity of the model. The Doppler shift was modeled based on
Equation (16) [26, p. 121]. It was calculated in an ECI frame that was sufficiently inertial
for the duration of the beam propagation, accounting for both motion of the satellite and
the rotation of the Earth.
𝑢 2
𝑣
(1 − 𝑐 cos(𝜃𝑐,𝑣 )) (1 − ( 𝑐 ) )
√
𝑣𝑎 = 𝑣𝑒 ∗
2
𝑢
(1 − 𝑐 cos(𝜃𝑐,𝑢 )) (1 − (𝑣 ) )
𝑐
where:

𝑣𝑎 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑣𝑒 = 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑣 = 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟
𝑢 = 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝜃 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑣, 𝑢
𝑐 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
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(16)

Table 2: Doppler Shift in GHz for Largest and Smallest Studied Wavelengths
Wavelength

Shift (GHz)

405 nm

34.385

1555 nm

8.956

The total Doppler shift experienced is the maximum frequency observed minus the
minimum frequency observed.
Table 2 shows that the total expected Doppler shift for a 405nm wavelength would be on
the order of 35 GHz. Similarly, the total expected Doppler shift for a 1555nm wavelength
would be on the order of 9 GHz. Any wavelength longer than 405nm, but shorter than
1555nm, would have a Doppler shift between 35GHz and 9GHz. As long as the optical
bandpass filters used for each wavelength can accommodate the Doppler shift, then the
Doppler shift would not impact the optical link.
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Figure 19: Doppler Shift for 89.79o Elevation Angle Pass at 500km
Figure 19 shows the Doppler shift for the wavelengths of interest. They are
approximately five orders of magnitude smaller than the center frequency. A survey of
optical filters available from Newport Corporation [27] showed that most optical
bandpass filters have 2nm of additional bandpass around the center wavelength. Shifts on
the order of GHz correspond to at most a .03nm wavelength change for 1555nm
wavelengths. These shifts are therefore assumed to be accommodated by the optical
passband of the hardware and will be neglected. This assumption was confirmed by
subject matter experts at the Starfire Optical Range (SOR) in Albuquerque, NM. An
additional assumption is made that the wavelength’s transmittance does not significantly
differ due to Doppler shift. This is a valid assumption because the transmittance windows
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shown in Figure 11 are tenths of nanometers wide which encompass the hundredths of
nanometers wide Doppler shift.
The laser downlink is not only susceptible to losses from channel effects. Optical
Hardware is not 100% efficient, and introduces additional losses. Quantum detectors are
not perfect, and the illuminated area of receiving sensors can be limited by diffraction
that occurs in the receiving telescope. Incorporation of these terms increases the
complexity of the optical loss model from a single number to a large combination of
every component’s efficiency. Most optical models from academia have avoided
specifying performance of individual components due to the greater variability in
introduces into the model. Like others, this paper defines the optical hardware
transmissivity as a single value of 50% efficiency, as the additional complexity will be
included after integrating the model into qkdX [3]. SOR confirmed 50% optical system
transmission as the standard assumption used for modeling optical hardware [17]. This
corresponds to a 3db loss of the signal and matches the modeled losses of the Bourgoin
study used as a validation comparison against the model.
Complete Optical Link
Detection Rate Equation
Equation (14) was rearranged to the format shown in Equation (17). The energy at
the source is replaced by the irradiance profile at the receiver [8].
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𝜆2

𝑁 = ∫ 𝐼𝜆 (𝜆, 𝑧, 𝑡) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑅 )𝑇𝑎 (𝜆, 𝜃𝑠 )𝐴𝑡 𝜂𝑅 (𝜆) (
𝜆1

where

𝜂𝑞 (𝜆)ℱ
) 𝑑𝜆𝛥𝑡
ℎ𝑐
𝜆

(17)

𝜂𝑞 = 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝐼𝜆 = 𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟
ℎ = 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑘 ′ 𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑐 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝜆 = 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝑅 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟
𝐴𝑟 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝜂𝑅 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑇𝐴 = 𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜃𝑅 = 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
𝜃𝑠 = 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
Δ𝑡 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

Equation (17) is integrated with respect to the bandpass of the system. The assumption
that values are approximately constant over the bandpass allows the integrand to be
removed and the specific values for the link to become averages denoted by line accents
[8].
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑁 = ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐼𝜆 (𝜆, 𝑧, 𝑡) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑅 )𝑇
𝑎 (𝜆, 𝜃𝑠 )𝐴𝑡 𝜂𝑅 (𝜆) (

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜂𝑞 (𝜆)ℱ
) 𝛥𝑡
ℎ𝑐
𝜆

(18)

This irradiance is then integrated over the area of the receiver to equate to a power.
𝑟
2𝑟 2
(19)
𝑃 = 𝐼̅𝜆 𝐴𝑟 = ∬ 𝐼̅𝜆 (𝑧, 𝑡)𝛿 2 𝑟 = 𝑃0 [1 − exp(−
)]
𝑊
0
The power term is substituted into the equation, and all the terms are updated to match
the assumptions made during this study. Equation (20) represents the final equation used
to determine the detection rate measured at each second time step.
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𝑄=

𝜂𝑞
𝑁
2𝑟 2
= 𝑃0 [1 − exp(−
)]𝑇𝑎 (𝜆, 𝜃𝑠 )𝜂𝑅 ( )
ℎ𝑐
Δ𝑡
𝑊
𝜆

(20)

Equation (20) can be integrated with respect to time in order to measure the total number
of qubits exchanged during a pass. Any additional inefficiency in the system simply
scales Equation (20) as an additional factor. Specht determined that in order to account
for an offset of the beam due to imperfect pointing, a calculation of the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of a Rician distribution should be used [6]. This distribution
provides the same value as Equation (20) when no offset it used, and became necessary
for the validation discussed in Section IV. The Rician CDF was implemented via
makedist and cdf based on the available functionality in the MATLAB R2013a Statistics
Toolbox v8.2, and replaced the Equation (19) bracketed terms in the final calculation.
Quantum Bit Error
The quantum bit error rate (QBER) was then calculated to better describe the
quality of the link, and to ensure the required 11% threshold for QBER is not exceeded
[23]. The formula for QBER is shown in Equation (21). This is the modeled error
conditioned on random turbulence [28]. Shapiro [9] has shown that turbulence has a
negligible effect on the error rate for BB84 implemented over a satellite link. This allows
the QBER to be calculated based on the no turbulence condition rather than accounting
for the random effect of turbulence during the simulation. The quantum bit error rate
depends on the fraction of the power received, the noise in the link and the average
photon number in each pulse. Each step of the satellite propagation was used to estimate
a quantum bit error rate for that respective position.
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𝜂𝑛𝑁 𝑒 −𝜂(𝑛𝑠 𝜇𝜏+4𝑛𝑁 )
𝑄𝐵𝐸𝑅 =
𝜂(𝑛𝑠 𝜇𝜏/2 + 4𝑛𝑁 )𝑒 −𝜂(𝑛𝑠 𝜇𝜏+4𝑛𝑁 )

(21)

where 𝜂 = 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑛𝑁 = 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒
𝑛𝑠 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒
𝜇 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚
𝜏 = 𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
The quantum bit error rate equation shows that the larger the fraction of received
power (larger 𝜇) the lower the overall error rate. The fraction of power received for a
satellite link can be found from the Rician distribution cumulative distribution function
[6]. The atmospheric transmittance also plays a role in the QBER estimate. The smaller
the 𝜏 value the higher the QBER is going to be, as fewer of the signal photons are passed
through the atmosphere.
Summary
This chapter has described all the pieces of the model that have been developed.
The atmospheric parameters are derived from the functionality inherent in LEEDR, with
a geometry correction for satellite application. The satellite’s position is defined by
propagating a TLE based on SGP4, which then feeds an elevation angle and range to the
final optical link model. The optical link model calculates descriptive properties of the
satellite QKD link based on the hardware choices and wavelengths selected. This model
accounts for the telescope sizes, inefficiencies of optical hardware and limitations on
single photon sources and detectors. The next critical step is to verify that the model
accurately performs the way it is intended by validating it against other sources in
academia.
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IV. Analysis and Results
Chapter Overview
This section deals with the model validation and the experiment that was
performed based on using the methodology described previously. The first part of this
section describes validation against a computer model. While comparison to simulation
results is useful, experimental data is a more accurate test of the quality of a model. The
second validation step outlines the experimental data that was used and the validation
process taken, as well as presenting the validation results. The final section of this chapter
outlines the experiment conducted with the validated model and then presents the
summary findings. Results are presented in tables and graphs to quantify best expected
performance and to characterize how performance changes as a satellite passes overhead.
Validation Against Bourgoin
The model vas first validated against the simulation performed by Bourgoin [10].
The Bourgoin simulation calculated expected performance for a year-long 600km
satellite conducting a QKD link at 670nm for a Sun-synchronous orbit implementing a
decoy state protocol. The ground site was taken to be a location 20km outside of Ottawa,
Canada. The detector efficiency for the single photon detection was identified as a thick
avalanche photo diode from Excelitas Technologies. The exact detector is not identified
and a representative efficiency of 0.62 was selected based on the products available in the
cited catalog [29]. The optical hardware was assumed to be approximately 50% efficient,
as identified by the described 3db loss. The transmitting telescope had a 10cm diameter,
while the receiving telescope had a half meter diameter. The Bourgoin paper also made a
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design choice of 300 million pulses per second to generate the beam used for their QKD
link. QBER estimates and values for the raw key generation were presented in graphs so
the maximum values for comparison are estimated. Bourgoin’s simulation incorporated
additional losses that were not originally included in the developed model. These
additional losses were added for the validation calculations to ensure accuracy of the
model and validity of comparing results.
Table 3: Bourgoin Validation Comparison, Best Pass at 670nm [10]
Property
Bourgoin
Modeled
Orbital Altitude
600km
600km
Site
Unknown
WPAFB
Aerosols
Rural (MODTRAN)
Urban (MODTRAN)
Pointing Error
2 𝜇rad
2 𝜇rad
MPN
.5
.5
Transmittance
~.38
.30
Unknown
.62 [29]
𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
.5
.5
𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠
Telescope Radius
.25 m
.25 m
Zenith Detection Rate
~68k bit/s
85k bit/s
Minimum QBER
~1%
1%
The exact ground site is not identified within the Bourgoin study, only the
location of the background light. The simulation describes a maximum elevation angle
pass that is used from a noon/midnight Sun-synchronous orbit. WPAFB was used as the
ground site because a similar elevation angle pass for a 600km orbit could be readily
identified and the atmospheric differences were accounted for. The additional differences
in detection rate can be attributed to the unknown detector efficiency, additional loss due
to Bourgoin’s incorporation of rotational misalignment between the satellite and the
receiver, the slant range offset approximation used and the non-specific description of the
decoy state protocol used.
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Table 3 shows the input values used for the Bourgoin simulation and the
developed model. The approximate 25% increase in zenith detection rate is most likely
due to assumed values for the detector efficiency and the assumed implementation of
mean photon number. The Bourgoin paper identifies the mean photon number as 0.5 and
also states it is used with a decoy state protocol that randomly selects between sending a
signal or a decoy state with a mean photon number of 0.1. The statement “randomly
selects” was interpreted that fifty percent of the time the signal was sent and fifty percent
of the time the decoy state was sent. The raw key rate is defined based on the signal
photons only, and the power in the beam does not account for the additional photons from
the decoy state. The total power in the beam was determined by taking the number of
pulses per second and scaling it by both the percent of time the signal was being
transmitted and the mean photon number which approximates the average number of
photons in a pulse. The 25% error between models is acceptable for a first order model
that is designed to study the general properties of a satellite link.
Validation Against Vallone
The second validation approach was to model the 2015 Vallone experiment and
compare calculated bit rate and QBER to the experimental data collected, accounting for
similar losses due to inefficiencies. The Vallone experiment took place in Matera, Italy at
the Matera Laser Ranging Observatory. The experiment consisted of bouncing a 532nm
beam of coupled 10Hz satellite laser ranging pulses and 100 Hz qubit pulses off of 5
satellites equipped with corner cube reflectors. Once the reflected beam was detected, the
outgoing beam was attenuated to approximate a mean photon number of one leaving the
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satellite. The purpose of the experiment was to measure a qubit sent with a known
polarization in order to experimentally prove the feasibility of the BB84 protocol with
satellite transmission. The experiment was very successful. The four satellites that had
reflectors coated to maintain polarization had detectable qubits and measurable QBERs
on the order of 5%. This is well within the 11% threshold to ensure eavesdropping is not
present. The final satellite did not maintain polarization of the reflected qubit and had a
measured QBER of 40%, close to the expected value of 50% and well above the 11%
threshold used to detect Eve.
This experiment was the first of its kind to successfully demonstrate the BB84
protocol via satellite with an experimental demonstration. Of the four satellites, Jason2
was selected as the satellite for comparison because a TLE file to define the satellite’s
orbit was readily available. Modeling the downlink beam required a change in the
implementation of the QKD model, in that a reflecting surface was used to define the
beam incident at the receiver, rather than the collimated laser beam that was originally
developed. The beam properties were calculated based on the mean photon number, the
distance from the reflector to the receiver, the pulse rate, the downward gain derived in
the article and the receiver area scaled by the loss due to energy spread along the surface
of a sphere at a distance R from the satellite. The previous method of defining the total
power in the beam based on the pulse rate and energy in a photon was used, however in
order to accurately capture the new fraction of the beam incident on the receiver the
approach shown in Equation (22) was used.
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𝐹𝑅𝐴𝐶 =

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐 𝐴𝑟
4𝜋𝑅 2

(22)

where 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛
This fraction was used in both the QBER estimate and scaled by the initial power in the
beam to determine the total power in the beam at the receiver, and ultimately the total bit
rate.
Table 4: Vallone Validation Comparison, Best Pass at 532nm [23]
Best Pass, 532nm
Vallone
Modeled
Orbital Altitude
1336km
1336km
Site
Matera, Italy
Matera, Italy
Aerosols
Unknown
Rural (MODTRAN)
Pointing Error
Unknown
None
MPN
1.6
1.6
Transmittance
.89
.65
.10
.10
𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠
.13
.13
Telescope Radius
.75 m
.75 m
Zenith Detection Rate
Unknown
200 counts/sec
Minimum QBER
~5% measured
5.7% calculated
Table 4 lists the properties used in the validation against the Vallone experiment. The
rural aerosol definition used in LEEDR calculated a lower transmittance than the value
provided in the article. No pointing error was used because the design of a CCR is such
that incident light is returned in the direction it was received. Rotational misalignment is
also unnecessary because of the polarization maintaining coating on the CCR. The mean
photon number is a derived value based on the radar equation used in the article. The
zenith detection rate calculated is approximately 200 counts per second (cps). The
detected counts per second correlate very well between the experimental and modeled
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values. The correlation is shown in Figure 20 as the green line overlaid on the Jason2
graph. The modeled QBER at a range of 1600km is higher than the experimental value by
2%. The error bars put a max on the QBER of 7.7% which is close to the modeled 8%.

Figure 20: Detection Rates and Link Budgets with Modeled Overlay on Jason2 [23]
Specht Model Comparison
The developed model was also compared to the model developed by Specht [6].
The same values were used for any matching input parameters. Notable differences from
Table 5 between the developed model and Specht are the atmospheric transmittance
calculations and the pointing error approximations.
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Table 5: Comparison of Specht’s Approach and Modeled Approach by Model Property [6]
Model Property
Specht
Modeled
Wavelength
1 input, user defined
7 preselected values
Doppler
Not addressed
Addressed - negligible
QBER
Not addressed
Shapiro calculations
Refracted Path
User input number of layers
LEEDR defined, 1000 layers
Offset
Refracted Path
Line of sight approximation
Photon Reception
Probabilistic calculation
Fraction of diffracted beam
Atmosphere
1976 Standard Atmosphere
LEEDR ExPERT
Atmospheric Attenuation
Constant
Variable
Photon Source
Perfect Single Photon Source MPN
Orbit Propagator
SGP4
SGP4
Language
Python 3.4
MatLab 2013a
Specht’s model uses a constant transmittance for the entire pass. Specht’s
estimation of pointing error is improved over the approach used in this thesis. Specht
calculates pointing error based on the refracted path used to define the satellite position.
The model from this thesis approximates pointing error based on the line of sight distance
from the satellite to the ground station plus the additional length of the refracted path.
The line of sight approach provides similar estimates to the Specht model at directly
overhead passes, however the approach underestimates the beam offset at low elevation
angles. Compared values at approximately 35 degrees of elevation angle resulted in the
model underestimating offset by over 2 meters compared to the Specht calculated value.
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Table 6: Specht Validation Comparison, Best Pass at 670nm [6]
Best Pass, 670nm
Specht
Modeled
Orbital Altitude
600km
600km
Aerosols
None
Urban (MODTRAN)
Pointing Error
2 𝜇rad (Refracted) 2 𝜇rad (Line of Sight)
MPN
0.4
0.4
Transmittance
0.30 (Constant)
0.30 (Variable)
0.5
0.5
𝜂𝑟𝑥𝑟
𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠
0.5
0.5
Telescope Radius
0.5 m
0.5 m
Zenith Detection Rate
137.3k bit/s
141.5k bit/s
Difference
-4.2k bit/s
+4.2k bit/s
Table 6 highlights the values used for the comparison study. The method of MPN
calculation was modified for the model to only capture the probability of a pulse having
more than one photon, rather than accounting for the additional energy in the multiphoton pulses. This reduced the MPN from .5 to .3935. This change was necessary to
enforce similarity between the models, by allowing the model to estimate perfect single
photon sources rather than accounting for additional energy captured in the mean photon
number. Table 7 presents the calculated values for the comparison at different elevation
angles in the pass. As the elevation angle decreases the different approaches for modeling
offset and transmittance become pronounced.
Table 7: Specht Comparison Calculated Differences for Several Elevation Angles [6]
Elevation
(degrees)
88.9
35.1
15

Modeled
Specht
Modeled

Spot Diameter
(meters)
5.12
5.25
8.24

Offset
(meters)
1.2
1.23
1.93

0.299
0.3
0.13

Specht

8.43

3.44

0.3

Modeled

13.88

3.25

0.018

Specht

14.1

12.78

0.3

Approach
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𝝉𝒂𝒕𝒎

The approximate magnitude due to the difference in offset approaches is similar to the
approximate magnitude due to the differences in transmittance calculations. For this
reason the models match more closely than would be expected.
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Figure 21: Detection Rate for Comparison to Specht Model, 600km Best Pass
Figure 21 shows the best pass comparison between the model and the Specht
model. The model provides slightly higher estimates, especially at low elevation angles
due to the non-refracted estimate for pointing error offset. At apex, the line of sight
approximation is most accurate, and the atmospheric transmittance is identical. Again, the
model does match more closely to the Specht comparison at low elevation angles than
would be expected from the differing approaches to modeling offset. This is due to the
additional transmittance losses that are not captured in the Specht model. From this
comparison, the difference between line of sight and refracted error calculations for a 2
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𝜇radian bias matches closely to the difference between using a variable transmittance and
a constant transmittance.
Based on the correlation between the model and both real-world data and an
existing QKD simulation, the model is considered validated. The model lines up within
the error bars of the experimental data curve fit and is within 25% of the simulated data
while neglecting some additional error sources. The model is flexible enough to handle
any satellite orbit and can be used for any latitude and longitude. The results of the
validation support the use of the model to describe the performance of a real-world
scenario. The chosen scenario and results are described in the next section.
Multi-Site Trusted Node
A simulation was conducted with the validated model to determine the expected
raw key generated by a satellite acting as a trusted node between AFIT and NPS. This
choice of ground stations is due to their geographic separation. The installation of an
optical network linking these two sites is currently prohibitively expensive. AFIT and
NPS were chosen as academic institutions that may have an interest in the secure
communication offered by QKD. As a trusted node, the satellite in question passes over
the first ground site and develops a secure key through the traditional BB84 protocol. The
satellite then repeats the operation at the second ground site, and passes the first secure
key as the contents of an encrypted message to the second ground site. The satellite
passes the raw key material to the ground site at AFIT first because of the direction of the
Earth’s rotation. The AFIT ground station is the first one to come into the satellite’s field
of view during the night. Once the shared encrypted key is passed to the NPS, the satellite
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can repeat the process each night to allow for one-time pads or frequent rekeying
ensuring secure encrypted communications between AFIT and NPS.
The experiment itself is very similar to the Bourgoin model validation addressed
in the previous section. The wavelengths at 405nm, 532nm, 670nm, 785nm, 830nm,
1060nm and 1555nm were all modeled in order to determine the best candidate for the
payload design. Temporal constraints were placed on the satellite positions to only use
passes that occurred between midnight and 3A.M. to correspond to the atmospheric
profile defined in LEEDR. The satellite orbit used was a 500km Sun-synchronous orbit
that maintained overhead passes between midnight and 3A.M. for ground stations on the
night side of the Earth. Due to the need for NPS to both generate key, and exchange the
secret key, additional time was allotted to the NPS passes by using a logical discriminator
that prioritized NPS anytime it was in view concurrently with AFIT. Prioritizing NPS
does not significantly change the results; however it does allocate a few more low
elevation angle passes to NPS than AFIT, which provides additional time to transfer
encrypted communications to ensure NPS receives the secure key generated between the
satellite and AFIT. The transmittance profiles for both winter and summer were used to
provide a more accurate year-long estimate. The winter profile was used for dates from
15 October to 14 April and the summer profile was used from 15 April to 14 October.
Results of Simulation Scenarios
The percentile passes are displayed in Figure 22. The values for AFIT were within
1% of those for NPS so only the AFIT percentiles are shown. The minimum elevation
angle cutoff was fifteen degrees, which makes 50% of the total passes during a year
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unusable for either AFIT or NPS. 75% of the total annual passes occur at very low
elevation angles, below 35 degrees. Such low elevation angles increase path lengths
through the atmosphere and drive transmission losses to dominate diffractive losses
because of the lower altitude on a LEO satellite.
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Figure 22: 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit Percentile Passes

The best pass results for AFIT are shown in the following figures. The values for
the AFIT passes are within 1% of the passes at NPS and the NPS graphs are located in
Appendix A. The maximum elevation angle passes for both ground stations occur in
winter near the beginning of the simulation runtime. The winter transmittance profiles
reflect a more absorbing atmosphere at AFIT, while the NPS atmosphere does not vary
significantly from summer due to its coastal proximity.
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Figure 23: Detection Rates by Percentile Pass for 1060nm at AFIT
Figure 23 presents the associated detection rates for each percentile pass at the
106nm wavelength. The 99% percentile pass provides much higher detection rates as the
line of sight distance between the satellite and ground station is the shortest of the
percentile passes at apex. The majority of passes during the year are closer in
performance to the 75% percentile pass. The 50% percentile pass barely contributes to
the total number of qubits exchanged while the 25% percentile pass does not contribute to
the modeled QKD scenario because the pass elevation angles are below the fifteen degree
cutoff. The best-pass performance is slightly misleading in that it describes the closest
possible approach the satellite makes to the ground stations. The majority of passes are
much lower in elevation angle. Next, the performance for multiple wavelengths is
presented. A low elevation angle pass is also presented, in order to highlight the
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wavelength trends at low elevation angles which accounts for the majority of passes
during the year. NPS graphs can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 24: AFIT Detection Rate for Best Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Figure 24 shows the 7 wavelengths studied and their detection rates from the
satellite coming into view at 15 degrees of elevation angle, passing overhead at 89.6
degrees of elevation angle and moving away back down to 15 degrees of elevation angle.
At the lowest elevation angles the 1555nm wavelength performs the best due to its
greater transmittance through the atmosphere. As the satellite approaches overhead the
transmittance of all wavelengths increases and the diffractive losses continue to decrease.
This pushes the shorter wavelength key rates up as more and more of the downlink beam
is captured by the receiver. At the most overhead point, the 785nm wavelength just barely
surpasses the 830nm wavelength for maximum key rate.
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Figure 25: AFIT Spot Radius for Best Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Figure 25 shows the radius of the spot size at the receiver. The spot size for any
pass starts out at the same size and decreases as the satellite passes overhead. The
smallest spot size is a function of the maximum elevation angle of the pass. Once the
satellite is directly overhead the spot sizes are the smallest, relating to the increase in key
rate as more of the energy in the beam is captured at the receiver.
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Figure 26: AFIT Efficiencies for Best Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Figure 26 highlights a very important aspect of the QKD link. The link itself is
highly inefficient. The large losses cannot be overcome by increasing the power in the
beam, as that removes the security of QKD. The overall .001% efficiency indicates a high
amount of loss from the transmitter to the receiver. The efficiency is driven by the losses
in the receiving hardware, losses when the spot size is larger than the receiving telescope,
losses due to absorption in the atmosphere and finally losses due to imperfections in the
single photon source at the transmitter.
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Figure 27: AFIT QBER for Best Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Figure 27 shows the QBER as a function of time during the highest elevation
angle pass. The scaling factor of the transmittance plays a larger role in the overall QBER
than originally expected. At low elevation angles the low transmittance of short
wavelengths decreases the total signal that arrives at the receiver. There is no lower
bound on the QBER but all wavelengths approach values of 0.05% during the highest
elevation angle of the pass. The 11% upper limit on QBER shows that 405nm and 532nm
would not be usable for the entire pass, however all longer wavelengths would be usable
during the entire pass.
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Figure 28: AFIT Detection Rate for 75% Percentile Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
The 75% percentile pass is now presented to provide a more realistic description
of the satellite’s performance throughout the year. This lower elevation angle pass
corresponds to greater losses in the atmosphere, and transmittance becomes the dominant
factor in performance by wavelength. The diffractive losses are still present, which
causes the 1060nm wavelength to surpass the 1555nm wavelength in detection rate
during the highest elevation angle of the pass. The low transmittance of the 405nm and
532nm wavelengths significantly decrease their performance compared to that of the
1060nm maximum bit rate. While the 1555nm wavelength performs better during the low
elevation angles, the higher peak on the 1060nm wavelength allows for more raw key
material to be delivered during the entire pass at a 1060nm wavelength than at the
1555nm wavelength.
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Figure 29: AFIT Spot Radius for 75% Percentile Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Figure 29 shows the spot size radius for the 34.8 degree pass. The curves are
shallower than the curves observed during the maximum elevation angle pass. This chart
highlights that more diffraction is taking place during lower elevation angle passes, so
there is more loss from the larger spot size arriving at the receiver, as compared to the
maximum elevation angle case.
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Figure 30: AFIT Efficiencies for 75% Percentile Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Figure 30 presents the efficiencies for the multiple wavelengths during the 34.8
degree pass. This pass is even less efficient than the maximum elevation angle pass, due
to the greater diffractive losses and absorption in the atmosphere associated with a lower
elevation angle. The significant difference between the maximum elevation angle and the
lower elevation angle pass is that the 1060nm wavelength now performs better than the
785nm wavelength. The 1060nm wavelength has a higher efficiency, for the entire
duration of the link, than every wavelength except 1555nm. 1060nm again surpasses
1555nm for the middle of the pass.
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Figure 31: AFIT QBER for 75% Percentile Pass, 500km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Figure 31 shows much higher QBER estimates for the duration of the pass, as
compared to the 89.6 degree pass. This is explained by the increase in atmospheric losses
for the lower elevation angle pass combined with a smaller fraction of received power
collected by the receiver. Both 405nm and 532nm are only usable for a small portion of
the pass, with both wavelengths being under 11% for a much smaller time than the
maximum elevation angle pass, due to the shorter nature of a low elevation angle pass.
All other wavelengths are still usable for the entire duration of the pass, with minimum
QBERs of 0.3%±0.1%.
After looking at sample individual passes during the year it is insightful to look at
the expected performance of the system for the entire duration of the year. One critical
caveat to these values is that they don’t account for limitations due to weather. This
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means that the values presented are a conservative estimate of the system’s maximum
performance, given that every night of the year had clear sky conditions. Weather will
further degrade the annual performance decreasing the total number of qubits that could
be exchanged to generate secure keys.
Table 8: Year-long Performance Summary, 500km Sun-Synch Orbit
Avg Bit Rate
Average QBER
Total Bits
Annual
(kbit/s)
(%)
(Gb)
AFIT
NPS
AFIT
NPS
AFIT
NPS
𝜆 (nm)
405
33.0
32.7
15.43
15.53
4.4
4.2
532
83.1
83.6
4.54
4.47
11.1
10.7
670
129.3 130.9
1.78
1.73
17.3
16.7
785
154.6 156.8
1.11
1.08
20.7
20.0
830
159.1 161.2
0.99
0.97
21.3
20.6
1060
169.7 171.6
0.69
0.68
22.7
21.9
1555
145.1 146.1
0.60
0.59
19.4
18.7
Table 8 presents the results of the study for the year-long duration, accounting for
a seasonal change from summer transmittance profiles to winter profiles. The
performance for each wavelength is presented in order to identify the best choice of
wavelength for use with this particular orbit. The 1060nm wavelength generates the
highest amount of raw key material due to its balance between diffractive losses and
absorption in the atmosphere. AFIT is able to generate more raw key material than NPS
because the transmittance for summer is higher at AFIT than at NPS. The winter
transmittance drops for AFIT while staying relatively constants for NPS. This drop is not
significantly lower than the NPS winter values. A similar study was performed for
summer only conditions for Sun-synchronous orbits with orbital altitudes of 300km,
500km, 700km and 900km. The results are addressed in Appendix B. The main finding
for differing orbit heights was that the majority of passes continued to be at low elevation
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angles and 1060nm provided the greatest amount of raw key. As the altitude increases the
ideal wavelength begins to shift toward 830nm however the altitude needs to increase
above 900km before 830nm will provide better performance than 1060nm for a year-long
Sun-synchronous orbit.
The 800M additional qubits exchanged at AFIT indicates that NPS is the limiting
factor for the detection rates that can be leveraged for use with a one-time pad. One
implementation issue that needs to be addressed in the building of a real system or an
orbit optimization study is to balance the total bits passed between AFIT and NPS so that
each ground site detects approximately the same number of qubits each pass. This would
maximize the frequency of rekeying that could take place.
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Figure 32: Detection Rate Comparison for First Three Weeks of Passes
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Figure 32 shows the 1060nm detection rates for each pass during the start of the
year. The very first pass highlights how a very small amount of key is generated at one
site while a large amount of key is generated at the second site. The optimal orbit would
balance these differences so that rekeying could be accomplished every night.
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Figure 33: Total Detected Qubits for First Three Weeks of Passes
Figure 33 shows the integrated detection rates that determine the total number of
qubits exchanged with each ground site. The optimal curve would be two identical step
functions perfectly matching each other over time. In a real implementation this graph
will drop back down to zero every time a secure key is exchanged to prevent excessive
use of memory on the satellite, as well as to delete historical keys so that Eve could not
obtain them. A similar study was performed for orbits at 300km, 700km and 900km
altitudes. These results are presented with the year-long performance findings found in
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Appendix B. The 700 km Sun-synchronous orbit resulted in the closest matching between
key rates at AFIT and NPS.
Investigative Questions Answered
The factors that directly determine the detection rate of a LEO QKD space-based
system are pulse rate, spot size, transmittance, wavelength, the transmitting optical
hardware and the receiving optical hardware. The pulse rate directly scales the detection
rate and should always be maximized. The spot size at the receiver is a function of the
transmitting optical configuration, the wavelength selected and the distance between the
transmitter and receiver. The spot size should always be minimized to focus the
maximum amount of the energy in the optical link on the receiver. The transmittance is a
function of both wavelength and elevation angle and varies as a function of elevation
angle. Larger diameter transmitting optics can be used to reduce the total diffraction in
the link to better focus the energy at the receiver. The receiving telescope’s diameter
determines how much of the beam and how much background noise is collected. The
receiving telescope introduces losses in the link and further losses are introduced at the
photon detector. A larger receiving telescope and higher detector efficiency will reduce
losses in the link realizing higher detection rates.
For a given hardware configuration, elevation angle and range define the
atmospheric and diffractive losses that limit the detection rate for each wavelength.
Different orbits result in different combinations of loss and in view times which define
the trade space used to optimize orbit selection. The goal of orbit optimization is to
maximize the detection rate, maximize the in view time and minimize the channel loss.
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The wavelength that provides the least loss over the entire collection of passes results in
the highest average detection rate.
For the specific case studied the 1060nm wavelength provided the highest average
detection rate. The 1060nm wavelength provides the highest average detection rate
because the majority of satellite passes occur at these low elevation angles where the
atmospheric loss due to transmittance exceeds 3dB for wavelengths longer than 1060nm.
At these elevation angles the total losses for 1555nm are larger than the total losses for
1060nm due to the greater diffraction experienced by a 1555nm wavelength. The
modeled scenario uses 50% detector efficiencies, 200 million pulses per second, 50%
hardware losses in optical hardware and results in average key rates on the order of
170kbit/s.
Summary
This chapter has presented the model validation and the results for a modeled
QKD satellite acting as a trusted node between AFIT and NPS. This model lines up well
with other sources from academia and should be incorporated into the existing qkdX
framework at AFIT. The peak performance of a real-world QKD satellite link for a
500km orbit is obtained by a 785nm wavelength on the maximum elevation angle pass.
The maximum amount of qubits detected would be the result of a 1060nm wavelength
link due to the amount of time the satellite spends at low elevation angles relative to both
ground stations. The Sun-synchronous orbit is necessary to reduce background light that
would increase the error rate, however it needs to be optimized to generate key at both
ground sites in even steps to maximize the frequency of rekeying. This model can now be
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used to further study satellite QKD implementations and develop the technical
requirements to build a real system.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter Overview
This chapter presents the conclusions of the research. It highlights the main ideas
from the thesis and summarizes the importance of the research accomplished. The
answers to the research questions are reiterated and the significance of the work is
highlighted. Important lessons learned are presented and future areas of research are
recommended.
Conclusions of Research
The main highlights from this thesis are: both diffraction and transmission vary as
a function of elevation angle for satellite optical links, the optimal wavelength for
satellite QKD depends on the scenario it is being used for and lastly the orbit parameters
need to be optimized in order to deliver key evenly to maximize efficient use of the
system at multiple ground sites.
Loss from diffraction is directly related to both the distance from the transmitter
to the receiver and the optical configuration used. As expected for a given set of optics,
the spot size at the receiver continues to increase in size as the transmitter moves away
from the receiver and decrease in size as the transmitter approaches the receiver. This is
no surprise, however for space-based QKD the distance between the transmitter and
receiver varies as a function of elevation angle from the horizon which impacts
diffraction. The distance is largest when the satellite comes into view, decreases until the
satellite reaches the apex of the pass, then increases until out of view. The diffraction loss
is constantly changing during this elevation angle sweep, and is smallest at the apex of
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the pass. The transmittance of the atmosphere is a function of wavelength and the length
of atmosphere the link passes through. Similar to diffraction, the length of the beam
passing through the atmosphere starts large, reaches a minimum at apex and then
increases until the satellite is out of sight. The minimum loss for each wavelength occurs
at zenith but this does not identify the best wavelength to use for a given scenario. The
best wavelength for a given scenario depends on the elevation angle of the majority of
passes. The experimental scenario resulted in the majority of orbital passes occurring at
low elevation angles rather than passing directly overhead. The wavelength that
performed better at low elevation angles, 1060nm, outperformed the 785nm wavelength
in terms of total qubits exchanged throughout the year. This performance could have been
increased with a different orbit selection, but the focus of this research was to develop
and validate the model. An exhaustive orbit optimization study should now be performed.
The orbit and ground site selection drives the design trade space for a satellite
implementing QKD. A higher orbit results in more loss due to diffraction driving the
optimal wavelength shorter and shorter. For the given ground sites, low Earth Sunsynchronous orbits from 300km to 900km are not sufficiently high in altitude to drive the
optimal wavelength away from 1060nm. LEO satellites spend more time transmitting
through additional atmosphere. This drives the optimal wavelength towards longer
wavelengths, due to the higher atmospheric transmittance of longer wavelengths. The
ground site selection affects the nightly elevation angle and the total qubits exchanged.
For a Sun-synchronous orbit the satellite passes the selected ground sites each
night. The amount of time the satellite spends in view is not always evenly distributed
between both ground sites. This means that the ground sites do not exchange the same
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number of qubits with the satellite. The maximum frequency of re-keying for space-based
QKD key generation occurs when the two ground sites receive the same number of qubits
each night. Matching qubit exchange allows encrypted communication to be passed each
day, in place of one ground site waiting while the other ground site receives additional
passes to increase the amount of raw key received.
Significance of Research
This research has developed and validated an analytical satellite QKD model. The
model provides the functionality needed for inclusion in the existing qkdX framework.
This research has also provided the building blocks necessary to identify the optimal
Satellite QKD orbit and begin developing technical requirements for a real-world system.
The creation of the model is significant because it expands the capability of
AFIT’s existing framework. Other models existed in academia, but the code developed
was not available to the AFIT QKD research team. Without source code it was not
possible to recreate the results of other academic studies. The development of the model
and its ability to recreate the results of other studies augments the current capability of
the qkdX framework. After integration, the model will also be able to leverage the
functionality of the existing framework in order to provide statistically significant results
for discrete event simulations. This meets the need of the research sponsor to address
space-based QKD scenario’s without a revolutionary change to the existing software or
licensing concerns.
The need to optimize the orbit is significant because previous work in academia
has looked at the expected performance for a single ground site. The incorporation of
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multiple ground sites identifies additional complexity that must be addressed for
increased fidelity of future modeled scenarios. This additional complexity has the
potential to drive orbit selection away from the previously pursued method of minimizing
background noise. The new optimal orbit may be a balance between increased
background light, varying time of night passes and more directly overhead passes to
increase the key rates from the space-based platform. This hypothetical optimal orbit
would provide more exchanged key material than the studied scenario even with
additional background light and worse atmospheric conditions. Once the optimal orbit is
identified for a given scenario the modeled technical requirements (i.e. pointing error,
wavelength and system efficiencies) can be passed to the designer to begin identifying
the technical requirements of the real-world system.
Lessons Learned
There were two main lessons learned during the development of this thesis that
were not the expected result prior to beginning the research effort. These included the
utility of LEEDR and the role receiving hardware plays in the quality of the link.
The incorporation of LEEDR provided additional fidelity to the overall model.
The comparison to Specht showed that the amount of error introduced by not including
LEEDR (Specht’s approach) is comparable to the amount of error introduced by using a
slant range approximation for pointing offset (approach used in this thesis). A better
model would incorporate both the variable transmittance and the refracted path offset,
which would result in even narrower pass curves than those shown in Figure 21. The true
benefit of incorporating LEEDR is the ability to integrate realistic weather effects into the
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simulation. Transmittance profiles can be developed that reflect the cloud cover or fog at
a given ground site and studies can be performed to determine whether there is a
possibility of performing space-based QKD with weather effects included.
Originally the efficiencies of hardware were not intended to be modeled. After
initial development it became clear that the additional losses due to hardware
inefficiencies created a significant source of loss for the overall system, reducing the
realizable key rates by two orders of magnitude. Further, the dark count of the receiving
hardware had more effect on the total QBER than the Doppler shift or turbulence in the
atmosphere. The Doppler shift is entirely encompassed in the passband of normal
hardware. Turbulence less than 𝐶𝑛2 = 10−14 does not significantly affect the total error
rate of the BB84 QKD link. Instead, the background noise and dark count contribute
significantly to the number of errors in the link. This further highlights the impact of
receiving hardware in a space-based QKD link.
Recommendations for Future Work
Future work should combine the Specht and Denton approaches and then
integrate them into qkdX. First, the functionality of this model should be combined with
the Specht implementation in order to capture a higher level of fidelity than each model
provides. Second the combined model should be incorporated into the existing qkdX
framework. Table 5 highlights the differences between the developed model and Specht’s
approach. The single user input for wavelength and number of refracted layers should be
included from the Specht approach, as well as the calculated refracted path and the offset
based on this calculation. The QBER estimates and the variable atmospheric
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transmittance should be used from the model, as well as the MPN estimate to capture the
true number of photons in the link. Incorporating the combined approach into the existing
qkdX framework will expand its current capability. This will provide the functionality to
implement a space-based channel in the qkdX framework and study additional research
problems identified by the research sponsor.
Once the two approaches are combined, an orbit optimization study should be
performed. The goal of an optimization study is to identify the orbit that balances raw key
generation at multiple ground sites while providing the highest usable detection rates at
those ground sites. User defined TLEs or existing satellites should be leveraged in order
to encompass the entire trade space of altitudes and inclinations. The study should not be
limited to just LEO satellites, however the results of the 300-900km altitude study
indicates that the closer the satellite is to the Earth the higher detection rates result in a
larger amount of raw key material for secret key generation.
Summary
As CubeSat hardware continues to decrease in cost and improve in performance, a
QKD technology demonstration is expected to be completed in the next few years. The
model developed for this thesis accurately characterizes the expected performance of
such a system and provides designers with the technical insight needed to define the
technical requirements of such a system. The developed model should be leveraged to
identify the best orbit and wavelength for demonstration of space-based QKD.
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Appendix A: NPS High and Low Elevation Pass Results
This Appendix presents the results of the high and low elevation angle passes
over the Naval Postgraduate School. Due to the similarity of the passes to those over the
Air Force Institute of Technology these charts were not presented in the body of the
thesis. The key rates presented were used in the calculations shown in Table 8.
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Appendix B: Orbital Study by Altitude
This Appendix presents the results of the year-long simulation for a Sunsynchronous orbit with a right-ascension of the angular node at 130 degrees. The
inclination was calculated based on the selected orbital altitude, accounting for J2
perturbation effects and the orbit was propagated with SGP4 for a full year. The Sunsynchronous orbit RAAN selection ensured nighttime passes that stayed within the
midnight to 3am window for the developed atmospheric profiles. The results in this
appendix do not account for a seasonal variation as the desired study was to determine
how wavelength performance changes based only on altitude changes.

300 km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Alt.
300km
𝜆 (nm)

Avg Rate
(kbit/sec)
AFIT NPS

Avg Error
(%)
AFIT NPS

Total Key
(Gbit)
AFIT NPS
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500 km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Alt.
500km
𝜆 (nm)

Avg Rate
(kbit/sec)
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NPS

Avg Error
(%)
AFIT NPS
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700 km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Alt.
700km
𝜆 (nm)

Avg Rate
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900 km Sun-Synchronous Orbit
Alt.
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Avg Rate
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Appendix C: SGP4 Implementation Verification
In order to verify the accuracy of the SGP4 propagator implemented, Systems
Toolkit 10© (STK) was used as a comparison. The same two line element set was
propagated for a year within STK and the developed model at a one minute interval. The
outputs for ECI position vectors were then compared for differences. As shown in the
figure below the normalized difference with STK stays smaller than .001% for the entire
year. Towards the end of the year the difference does begin to increase in magnitude.
There is a cyclical nature to the difference, and this can be attributed to a lack of insight
into the specific routines used by STK. Slight differences in math calculations across
software platforms can attribute to rounding errors, and additional optimization in the
STK code likely account for the overall difference.
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The output elevation angles for NPS and AFIT ground sites were also compared
between the orbital simulator and STK. This comparison is how the incorrect leap second
implementation of the rv2razel algorithm was originally identified. Once the error was
corrected, the elevation angles matched the STK values used as truth. The fractional
degree differences are due to the differences in the defined position vectors.
The matching values between STK10 and the model developed provide sufficient
orbital accuracy to develop insight into the problem of study. Due to the similar positions,
velocities and elevation angles output as compared to the industry standard software, the
orbital modeling component is considered verified.
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